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Abstract

Cumulative knowledge requires (at least) two conditions to be met: unbiasedness and com-

parability. Research designs should be unbiased so that researchers obtain correct estimates

of an underlying quantity. Empirical specifications, the actual regression run, should permit

comparability so that researchers measure the same quantity across distinct studies. The first

condition is covered by the causal revolution, the second is the object of this paper. Using the

example of interventions providing additional information to voters, we show that unbiasedness

does not imply comparability. Any two studies that employ the commonly used specification to

analyze the electoral consequences of informational campaigns estimates different estimands.

This holds true even after removing all external validity issue, all statistical noise, and all

sources of bias. We highlight conditions to restore comparability and describe specifications

that satisfy them.
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1 Introduction

How do we know in the social sciences? We see two broad perspective on this question, which, at the

risk of over-simplifying, can be summarized as such. The first view emphasizes the role of theory.

We know when we have a convincing explanation for a well-documented pattern. The second stance

does not deny the importance of theory, but takes a more pragmatic approach, relying more on

measurements and empirical observations. Epitomized by the JPAL lab in economics or the path-

breaking Metaketa Initiative in political science, this second persepctive seeks to “generalize upon

sound experiments, draw analogies, and build up scientific conclusions” (Hacking, 1983: 114). Or,

to quote recent Nobel prize winners Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo (2009, page 161), it builds on

the idea that “cumulative knowledge is generated from related experiments in different contexts.”

We are sympathetic with this second approach that stresses intervening (experiments) on top of

or beyond representing (theory), to paraphrase Hacking (1983). In this paper, however, we contest

the implicit assumption that the accumulation of knowledge only requires unbiased research de-

signs. Absence of bias only guarantees that the results of a specific study are a correct estimate of a

certain quantity. While necessary, unbiasedness is not sufficient to uncover stable phenomena. For

a sequence of measurements to converge to the same value, all analyses should estimate the same

parameter, the same estimand. In other words, studies should be comparable. Absent comparabil-

ity, researchers may attribute varying estimates across different studies to a lack of external validity,

abandoning hopes to establish a stable phenomena, when it may well be due to all studies mea-

suring different quantities. And this may spillover into the wrong advices given to policy-makers.

Comparability is, thus, a critical component of knowledge accumulation. And to check whether it

is achieved, you need theory we argue.

To understand our notion of comparability and how it differs from external validity or hetero-

geneous effect, it helps first to introduce a distinction between the context and the circumstances

in which a study takes place. The context corresponds to the fundamental attributes of (say) a

country. It captures the distribution of politicians’ characteristics, the average education of voters,

the usual resources available to office-holders (e.g., to carry out public good projects), the baseline

economic conditions in the country. In social sciences, researchers draw a set of observations at a

particular point in time, possibly in a certain region or district within the country. These observa-
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tion are characterized by a given realization of these attributes. We, thus, denote the circumstances

the specific conditions in which the intervention takes place (e.g., the state of the economy at the

time of the study).

The quantity estimated in any empirical study is always a function of the context, and, some-

times, of the circumstances as well. In this latter case, when analyses yield estimates of circumstances-

specific estimands, the search for stable phenomena is severely impaired. By definition, the cir-

cumstances are time-and-place specific: no two studies will ever be conducted under the same

circumstances and, consequently, no two studies will ever measure the same quantity. Knowledge

accumulation becomes hopeless. When researchers run specifications that purge circumstances from

the quantities they estimate, estimands become solely a function of the context. As a result, fixing

the fundamentals, any two surveys employing the same regression measure the same quantity, even

if they take place in different circumstances. This is precisely our notion of comparability. Discus-

sion of external validity—how well findings travel from one context to the next—only makes sense

when studies are comparable.

We illustrate our contention with the example of informational campaigns and their consequences

for electoral accountability. There are several reasons for this choice. First, there exists a large

body of theoretical work on the effect of information on voters’ (and politicians’) behaviors (see,

among many others, Ashworth, 2012; Ashworth et al., 2017). Second, the question has attracted

considerable empirical interest. It is, for example, the theme of the first set of coordinated studies

under the Metaketa Initiative (Dunning et al., 2020). Third, the topic is especially interesting

because empirical research, despite its many measurements, has not reached a definitive conclusion

on the electoral effect of providing information to voters. As Bhandari, Larreguy, and Marshall

(2019: 2) explain, “recent studies identifying the effects of informational campaigns on electoral

accountability (...) yield mixed findings.”

There exist many explanations for this lack of consistent results. Two are commonly advanced:

statistical noise and lack of external validity. The first issue can be mitigated by multiplying

studies. The second is more problematic for cumulative knowledge. It suggests that the impact

of informational campaigns varies significantly from one context to the next so that, as we noted,

there is no hope of uncovering a stable phenomenon. We suggest that we should not reach this
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conclusion too fast. Indeed, our paper proposes a third rationale for these mixed findings: lack of

comparability across studies.

In our analysis, we suppose that researchers have access to an infinite number of observations,

rendering the issue of statistical noise moot. We eliminate sources of bias by assuming that re-

searchers randomly sample a mass of observations before randomly dividing them between treated

and control units. We also assume that external validity is not a concern, since all studies draw

samples from the same setting, with the same underlying fundamentals. We finally impose that

all studies employ the same empirical specification. Consistent with many works in the literature,

researchers condition the effect of informational campaigns on good news (information that is meant

to raise the voters’ evaluation of office-holders) and bad news (information that is supposed to de-

crease the voters’ opinion of their incumbent). That is, they compare outcomes in treated units

with outcomes in the control units which would have received the same information if treated. We,

however, maintain that each sample draws distinct observations. Researchers observe the conse-

quences of their informational campaign under different circumstances, such as specific time-varying

economic conditions. And this is enough to render two studies with a well-planned research design

non-comparable.

To see why, consider the following thought experiment, which matches our theoretical framework

below. Two studies analyze the consequences of informational campaign revealing instances of

corruption, or lack thereof, by office-holders to voters. These two studies are conducted in the same

country (context) at two different points in time. And in this country, voters put significant weight

on politician’s honesty in their voting decision as honest politicians are more likely, everything else

equals, to provide public goods to their constituents. The key difference between the two studies

is the economic circumstances at the time of the intervention. The first study occurs in favorable

times (e.g., harvest has been good or prices of natural resources the country export is high). The

other, instead, happens in time of relative hardship (perhaps due to unexpected weather events or

negative shocks to price of raw materials).

How does it affect the evaluation of the informational campaign? In the first case, money flows

to office-holders allowing them to realize several development projects, even when they happen to be

corrupt. In the second case, the budget is much smaller and the number of projects completed de-

creases substantively, even for honest incumbents. Absent perfect information about the economic
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environment, this means that, in the first survey, the office-holder’s performance is high and many

voters have a relative good opinion of their representative. In the second study, incumbents’ per-

formance is low and many constituents evaluate poorly their representative. Think now about the

effect of providing good news, say pieces of information that indicate or reveal that the incumbent is

honest. In the first study, this moves many voters’ posteriors slightly upward from a relatively high

baseline. As a large proportion of treated constituents barely changes their evaluation, comparing

treated and control units, researchers uncover a low effect of the informational campaign. In the

second study, good news moves many voters’ evaluation upward from a low baseline. As the opinion

of a large proportion of treated constituents significantly improves, researchers recover a large effect

of the informational campaign. Everything looked the same: randomization was perfect in the two

studies, researchers analyze the same intervention, they run an identical regression. And yet, they

uncover estimates of different, circumstance-specific estimands.

The scope of the comparability issue we uncover is potentially quite large. To avoid it with

certainty, it is necessary that researchers condition on all electorally relevant information voters

obtain absent intervention. This involves a subtle change of counterfactuals. Instead of asking

what if the control group were to be treated (as researchers implicitly do by conditioning on good

or bad news), researchers should ask what if the treated units had not received treatment. Instead

of conditioning on what control units would have observed if treated, researchers should condition

on what the treated villages would have learned absent treatment. In practice, this corresponds

to running a fully saturated model with interactions between the treatment (good or bad news)

and what constituents learn about their incumbent absent researchers’ interventions. Doing so,

researchers can recover specific theoretical quantities of interest (note the plural): the pure effect of

information relative to a level of performance. Each estimand is solely a function of the context, none

of them is affected by the precise circumstances in which the study takes place, and comparability

is obtained.

This recommendation may be difficult to put into practice in certain circumstances. Indeed, it

requires precise knowledge of the local circumstances if the unit of analysis is villages or munici-

palities (as in Ferraz and Finan, 2004). And any omitted piece of information may be enough to

break down comparability across studies. Instead, we show how comparability is easily restored if

the unit of analysis is individual voters. Then, researchers just need to collect constituents’ opinion
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of the incumbent prior to the (possible) provision of information and condition their analysis on

voters’ evaluation. Indeed, a well known property of constituents’ belief about their representative

is that it encompasses all the relevant information available to voters. That is, they deal with the

exact problem our work identifies.

While our paper is mostly about the scientific process, it is not without policy relevance. Think

about a group of advisers who canvass the literature before deciding whether to advise politicians

about implementing informational campaigns. If these aides are interested in improving electoral

accountability, the mixed findings existing papers find would probably bias them against recom-

mending such interventions. We, in turn, show how our approach can give upper and lower bounds

on the electoral effects of providing information to voters. And these limits are comparable across

studies within a given context, and so, possibly, across countries.

Overall, we believe that the empirical literature in social sciences has made considerable progress

towards the accumulation of knowledge. The focus on unbiased studies triggered by the causal

revolution is an absolutely necessary condition to learn about social phenomena. But it is not a

sufficient one. Cumulative knowledge also requires comparability across studies. And this paper, we

hope, advances our understanding of when empirical works measure the same quantity, and when

they do not. In what follows, we present our arguments in greater details in two forms. In the

main text, we use a formal model. In Appendix A, we develop our reasoning with the help of the

potential outcome framework. Each approach can be read separately, but both are complementary

in our view.

2 Literature review

At a conceptual level, our work contributes to the recent but burgeoning literature that uses formal

models to connect theoretical and empirical counterfactuals, an approach referred to as theoretical

implications of empirical models. For example, Eggers (2017) unpacks the properties of regression

discontinuity designs, Ashworth et al.’s (2018) parses out possible mechanisms for why random

events may affect incumbents’ electoral fortune, Bueno de Mesquita and Tyson (2019) highlights

the difficulty to recover theoretical quantities of interest when the dependent variables and the

main explanatory factors are the results of strategic behaviors (e.g., the effect of protests, whose
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size depends on citizens’ strategic decisions, on repression, a policy-maker’s strategic choice). The

closest paper to ours in this burgeoning literature is Wolton (2019) who details how estimates

of the electoral consequences of biased media are a function of the political environment (e.g.,

partisan identity of office-holder) and the media environment (e.g., the partisan identity of media

reporting). Hence, Wolton (2019) is interested in the external validity (or lack thereof) of estimates

across different contexts. In contrast, we look for conditions under which empirical studies recover

the same estimand fixing the context in which researchers intervene. We also propose a theoretical

framework which includes many voters, villages, and districts. This allows us to precisely map

equilibrium outcomes into empirical quantities of interests.

From a more substantive standpoint, our paper relates to the large body of theoretical work on

the effect of information. Following a long tradition (see Ashworth, 2012), we use a political agency

framework to model the relationship between voters and their representatives. More precisely,

our work connects with a host of papers studying the impact of providing additional information

to voters (e.g., Prat, 2005; Fox, 2007; Ashworth and Shotts, 2010; Fox and Van Weelden, 2012;

Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2014). However, while previous studies focus on the normative

consequences of greater transparency, we are concerned with the empirical analysis of informational

campaigns.

A recent work by Grossman, Michelitch, and Prato (2018) studies a political agency model with

features analogous to ours (for example, both assume that politicians’ performance is binary and,

thus, a coarse signal of their underlying ability or honesty). The objectives, though, are fundamen-

tally different. Grossman, Michelitch, and Prato (2018) focus mostly on the empirical implications

of their theoretical model. They use their formal framework to generate novel predictions on the

effect of information campaigns, and then test these predictions against empirical data. In turn,

the objective of our paper is to use a formal model to establish theoretical properties of existing

empirical estimates, and identify conditions under which comparing the results of different studies

permits knowledge accumulation. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is unique in this respect

in the formal literature.
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3 Set-up

In this section, we first describe our theoretical set-up, which consists of a political agency model

with adverse selection slightly twisted to produce theoretical equivalents of empirical estimates of

interest. We then explain how we model interventions. After detailing the timing, we conclude this

section with a few remarks on our modeling choices.

Basics

We consider a country divided into D districts with one representative in each. Each district is

constituted of V villages, each inhabited by a mass 1 of voters. With some small abuse of notation,

we use D, and V to denote both the set of units and the cardinality of this set.

The model has two periods. At the beginning of the game, an incumbent (Id) is in office in each

district d ∈ D. After the first term in office, each incumbent is up for re-election: all voters who

live in district d cast a ballot for either the incumbent Id or a randomly drawn challenger Cd.

In each of the two periods, a public project needs to be completed in each village v. For example,

a road must be repaired, a school must be built, or a hospital must be completed. Each village-

specific project is either completed/successful (ωtv = 1), or non-completed/unsuccessful (ωtv = 0).

The probability that a project is completed depends solely on (i) the the office holder’s type and

(ii) the underlying economic circumstances.

Each politician is one of two types: honest or corrupt (τ ∈ {h, c}). Villagers do not know

their incumbent’s type at the beginning of the game. However, it is common knowledge that

the incumbent is honest with probability πI and the challenger with probability πC (identical in

all districts for simplicity). We assume that honest types are always more likely to succeed in

completing a project than corrupt ones, for example due to embezzlement and diversion of funds

by the latter.

Economic factors, which, for example, influence the size of the budget available to office-holders,

are modeled as a shock (formally, state of the world), denoted by θt. We assume that θt is common

to all office-holders (without much loss of generality). Villagers do not observe the realization of

θt, but it is common knowledge that this shock is independently and identically distributed each
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period according to the continuous and strictly increasing cumulative distribution function F over

the interval [θ, θ], with θ < θ.

We assume that the probability a village-specific project is successful takes the form Pr(ω =

1) = α(τ) × γ(θ) with 0 ≤ α(c) < α(h) ≤ 1 (so that honest types are more likely to succeed than

corrupt ones) and γ(·) increasing, possibly weakly, with 0 < γ(θ) ≤ γ(θ) < 1.

Not all voters may directly observe the project outcome. Specifically, a villager observes ωtv ∈

{0, 1} with probability λ ∈ (0, 1]. With the complement probability 1 − λ, the voter observes

nothing. Notice that, since we assume a mass of voters, the above implies that a proportion λ of

villagers are informed about ωtv.

When casting their ballot at the end of the first period, voters behave prospectively. Each voter

cares about project completion in her village, and therefore has a preference for the candidate who

is more likely to deliver a success in the second period, that is, more likely to be an honest type.

In addition, her evaluation of politicians also depends on an idiosyncratic shock, denoted σJi , with

J ∈ {I, C}. It is common knowledge that σIi − σCi is continuously distributed according to the

CDF G(·) over the interval [−1, 1], with G(−1) > 0 and G(1) < 1 (these two inequalities just

guarantee vote shares are always interior). In short, each voter’s second-period utility function can

be represented as:

ui(ω
2
v) = ω2

v + IIσIi + (1− II)σCi , (1)

with II an indicator function equal to 1 if the incumbent I is re-elected. At time of elections,

villagers vote sincerely for the candidate who maximizes their expected second period utility.

Informational campaigns

In our setting, voters are relatively poorly informed. Villagers do not know their incumbent’s type

(though they have some prior about it). They do not necessarily observe whether the public good

project has been successful in their village. And they do not know the economic circumstances in

which office-holders operate (i.e., the theta). This approach is by design since we are interested in

the effect of informational campaigns on electoral accountability.

We define an informational campaign as the random selection of villages by researchers, who

then randomly assign a subset of the sample to the treatment, with the others forming the control
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group. We consider two kinds of interventions, distinguished by the nature of the treatment. In

the first type of intervention, all voters in treated villages are informed about the outcome of the

project in their village. We label this form of intervention performance treatment. In the second

type of intervention, all voters in treated villages are informed about their representative’s type.

Since an incumbent is either honest or corrupt, we refer to this form of intervention as corruption

treatment.

Timing

The game, in turn, proceeds as follows

Period 1:

1. Nature draws politicians’ types (incumbents’ and challengers’) in all districts;

2. Nature draws the shock θ1, and the first-period project outcome is realized in each village;

3. A voter learns the project outcome in her village v with probability λ. Some villages are

randomly selected for intervention, with a subset of them being treated.

4. Each voter i observes the valence shocks σIi and σCi and then casts a vote for Id or Cd. In

each district, the incumbent Id is re-elected or replaced by Cd.

Period 2:

1. Nature draws the second-period shock and second-period project outcome realized in each

village;

2. The game ends and payoffs are realized.

The equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

Remarks on the set-up

In our model, we deal away with any moral hazard concerns. There are several reasons for this.

First, many information campaigns are purposefully small and inconsequential for the aggregated

electoral result so as not to affect incumbents’ behavior (though, we note that candidates or their

agents do sometimes react to the campaign, see Arias et al., 2020; Sircar and Chauchard, 2020).

Eliminating moral hazard from the model is a way to guarantee this assumption holds by definition,
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i.e., it is an ideal scenario. Second, the absence of strategic choices by the incumbents significantly

simplify the exposition of the analysis and allows us to focus on the empirical implications of our

results. Relatedly, focusing on voters’ selection problem allows us to perfectly isolate the effect

of additional information. From the onset, let us stress that versions of all our results hold when

office-holders take strategic action and when they can react to the intervention.

Our set-up is flexible enough to encompass many different empirical settings. It can be adapted

to the study of national legislators (D > 1, V ≥ 1), or village heads (D > 1, V = 1). Our framework

also allows to think about different sampling frames. Researchers can intervene in villages drawn all

over the country (country-wide analysis) or drawn within a single district (within district analysis).

In Section 7, we also discuss how our model can be used to think about analyzing randomization at

the level of individuals, when in a village, some voters are treated and others belong to the control

group.

Regarding villager information, we assume our voters are imperfectly informed (i) about their

incumbent’s type, (ii) about the state of the world θ1, and (iii) about their representative’s per-

formance in their village. The first and second points are relatively common in formal models (for

two distinct frameworks which include both assumptions in different forms, see Canes-Wrone et

al., 2001; Besley, 2006). The most controversial choice regards point (iii) (though some assume

the existence of noise voters, e.g., Calvert, 1985). In our cases, we include completely uninformed

voters so that performance treatments can have an effect. Let us stress that none of our results are

affected if all villagers observe the outcome of the public good project in their village.

Finally, let us introduce some useful terminology, especially for our discussion of empirical

models. We distinguish between what we call context and what we refer to as circumstances. The

context corresponds to the primitives of the model. The political context is the distribution of types

among politicians (πI and πC). The economic context consists of the distribution of economic shocks

(F (·) over [θ, θ]). The local context is the function transforming office-holder’s type and economic

shock into project outcome Pr(ω1
v = 1) = α(τ)g(θ), etc. The circumstances, in turn, correspond to

the actual realization of all random variables. The political circumstance corresponds to the actual

type of the office-holder (τ ∈ {c, h}). The economic context is the actual value of the economic

shock (θ). The local context is the actual realization (failure or success) of the public good project
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(ω1
v ∈ {0, 1}), etc. In all that follows, we keep the context fixed (the fundamentals are always the

same), but we allow the circumstances to vary (the realizations of variable is not held constant).

4 Analysis

As our framework focuses on the effect of information, the analysis of the model centers around

villagers’ beliefs. All voters share the same prior belief, therefore posteriors vary solely according

to the information received, either by Nature or via an information treatment by researchers. We

denote µv(z, ιv) the posterior of a voter from village v that the incumbent is honest. The first argu-

ment captures the information that the voter receives from Nature, independent of any information

treatment. Recall that, absent an information campaign, voters either learn nothing or observe the

outcome of the project in their village. Thus, z = {ω1
v , ∅}. The second argument instead captures

the information (if any) that the voter receives from researchers. Recall that we are considering

two types of information treatments: performance (all voters in treated villages learn about project

outcome ω1
v) and corruption (all voters in treated villages learn about incumbent’s type τId). Thus,

ιv ∈ {∅, ω1
v , τId}, where ιv = ∅ indicates that the voter lives in a village that receives no information

treatment. Combining the information that may be disclosed by Nature and by researchers, we

obtain six possibilities. These are summarized in Table 1.

From Nature

No info Project outcome

F
ro

m
R

es
ea

rc
h
er

s

No intervention µv(∅, ∅) µv(ω
1
v , ∅)

Performance µv(∅, ω1
v) µv(ω

1
v , ω

1
v)

Corruption µv(∅, τId) µv(ω
1
v , τId)

Table 1: Posteriors as a function of information

Quite naturally, if the voter learns nothing from Nature or researchers, her posterior equals her

prior: µv(∅, ∅) = πI . In turn, whether the voter learns the project outcome via Nature, informal

campaign, or both, her posterior is always the same. By Bayes’ rule, µv(1, ∅) = µv(∅, 1) = µv(1, 1) =

πIα(h)
πIα(h)+(1−πI)α(c)

after completed project and µv(0, ∅) = µv(∅, 0) = µv(0, 0) = πI(1−γeα(h))
πI(1−γeα(h))+(1−πI)(1−γeα(c))

after uncompleted project, with γe the expected contribution of the economic environment to the
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success of a project in the voter’s village, formally γe =
∫ θ
θ
γ(θ)dF (θ). Finally, the corruption

treatment fully reveals the incumbent’s type so µv(z, h) = 1 and µv(z, c) = 0 for all z ∈ {ω1
v , ∅}.

Turning now to villagers’ electoral decision, a voter’s expected payoff from voting for the in-

cumbent as a function of her information (z, ιv) is:
(
µv(z, ιv)α(h) + (1− µv(z, ιv))α(c)

)
× γe + σIi .

A voter expects a successful project with probability α(h)γe in period 2 if the incumbent is honest

and expects a completed project with probability α(c)γe if the incumbent is corrupt. In addition,

she gets an additional payoff σIi from voting for the incumbent. In turn, because the voter has

no information about the challenger, she can only rely on her prior, and her expected payoff from

casting a ballot for Cd is:
(
πCα(h) + (1 − πC)α(c)

)
× γe + σCi . Rearranging a bit, we obtain that

the voter votes for the current office-holder if and only if (ties being a zero probability event):

σIi − σCi ≥ −(µv(z, ιv)− πC)(α(h)− α(c))γe (2)

From this, we can easily obtain vote shares in a village v taking advantage that (i) we assume

throughout a unit mass of voters in each village (with λ of them informed) and (ii) the difference

σIi − σCi is continuously distributed. The realized incumbent’s vote share in village v is then:

Sv(ω
1
v , ιv) :=λ

(
1−G

(
(πC − µv(ω1

v , ιv))(α(h)− α(c))γe
))

+ (1− λ)
(
1−G

(
(πC − µv(∅, ιv))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
. (3)

Noting that a voter’s posterior upon learning the project outcome is the same whether the infor-

mation comes from Nature or from an intervention, we can easily compute vote shares in villages

under all possible treatment and control conditions (the proof of this Lemma is omitted as it follows

directly from Equation 3).

Lemma 1. The incumbent’s vote share is

(i) Sv(ω
1
v , ∅) = λ

(
1−G

(
(πC−µv(ω1

v , ∅))(α(h)−α(c))γe
))

+(1−λ)
(

1−G
(
(πC−πI)(α(h)−α(c))γe

))
in a non-treated village;

(ii) Sv(ω
1
v , ω

1
v) = 1−G

(
(πC − µv(ω1

v , ω
1
v))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
in a village treated with the performance

treatment;
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(iii) Sv(ω
1
v , τId) = 1−G

(
(πC − µv(ω1

v , τId))(α(h)− α(c))γe
)

in a village treated with the corruption

treatment.

Lemma 1 highlights an important substantive difference between performance and corruption

treatments. Performance treatments extend the reach of existing information, the outcome of the

village-specific public good project, which only reach a proportion λ ∈ (0, 1] of villagers absent

intervention (recall that µv(ω
1
v , ∅) = µv(ω

1
v , ω

1
v)). Note that voters who are informed by Nature

absent treatment can be understood as non-compliers from the point of view of researchers. In

contrast, corruption treatments provide information that is never accessible to the villagers without

the researchers’ intervention. This difference has, we will show below, subtle but heavy consequences

for the accumulation of knowledge on the topic. To describe these repercussions, we now study how

our theoretical framework helps uncovering some theoretical properties of empirical estimates.

5 Theoretical implications of empirical models

Before proceeding to the analysis of the theoretical implications of empirical models, it is useful to

(re)define a few terms we will use in what follows. Uncontroversially, a research design is unbiased

if it does not introduce bias in the estimate of a particular estimand. In turn, we say that an

empirical specification permits comparability if, fixing the context (i.e., the fundamental underlying

parameters), the regression researchers run yields an estimate of the same estimand for all possible

draws of observations. Put differently, comparability requires specifications to refer to the same

counterfactual. Finally, we say that two studies are comparable if they use an empirical specification

that permits comparability and two studies permit cumulative knowledge if they are comparable and

use an unbiased research design.

It is important to stress that we do not require external validity for studies to be comparable.

Indeed, the two notions are very much distinct. Comparability depends on the empirical specifica-

tion; external validity is a property of the estimand. However, it is apparent that comparability is

a necessary condition to assess the external validity of a study’s findings. If studies are not com-

parable, then researchers can never distinguish whether the varying estimates they obtain are the

result of a lack of external validity or are due to their empirical specification measuring different

quantities.
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In this paper, we are solely concerned with comparability. As noted above, we suppose that any

intervention randomly select a set of villages and randomly assigned a treatment to a subset of the

sample. There is no source of bias, and studies permit cumulative knowledge if and only if they are

comparable. Further, we eliminate any external source of variation by fixing the context throughout

(the distribution of types, the distribution of economic shocks, the production technology of local

public good, the probability villagers are informed by Nature). We can then think of each study

consisting of a draw of observations at different points in time and/or from distinct locations in a

given context. As such, each study analyzes the effect of interventions in different circumstances

(different realizations of the random variables).

But how should we study the electoral consequences of informational campaign? In this section,

we assess whether the empirical specification commonly used in the literature to evaluate the impact

of information campaigns permits comparability. We follow Dunning et al. (2020), Ferraz and Finan

(2004), Larreguy et al. (2020) among others, in analyzing the effect of information treatments

conditional on the information provided being ‘good news’ or ‘bad news.’ We label this empirical

approach the conditional differences in mean vote shares.

As in the literature, good news are defined as pieces of information that are expected to improve

voters’ evaluations of the incumbent. Similarly, bad news, in expectation, lower the voters’ posterior

on the incumbent’s relevant characteristics. While good or bad news may be hard to operationalize

in practice, in our set-up they have a natural definition. When it comes to the incumbent’s perfor-

mance, project completion constitutes good news, whereas failure denotes bad news. For corruption

treatments, treated voters receive good news whenever they are informed that their incumbent is

an honest type and bad news whenever he is revealed to be corrupt.

From an empirical standpoint, denote Yvds the incumbent’s vote share in village v in district

d in state s, Ωvds ∈ {0, 1} the project’s outcome (Ωvds = 1 indicating success), Hvds ∈ {0, 1}

the incumbent’s type (Hvds = 1 indicating honest), and Tvds ∈ {0, 1} whether a village v is

treated (Tvds = 1 indicating treatment). The conditional difference in means vote share is simply:

E(Yvds|Tvds = 1,Ωvds = Ω)−E(Yvds|Tvds = 0,Ωvds = Ω) for the performance treatment (with Ω = 1

for good news and Ω = 0 for bad news) and E(Yvds|Tvds = 1, Hvds = H)−E(Yvds|Tvds = 0, Hvds = H)

for the corruption treatment (H = 1 for good news, H = 0 for bad news). In practice, this is equiv-
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alent to running the following interaction models:

Yvds =a0 + a1Ωvds + a2Tvds + a3Ωvds × Tvds + εvds for the performance treatment; (4)

Yvds =b0 + b1Hvds + b2Tvds + b3Tvds ×Hvds + εvds for the corruption treatment. (5)

In these models, the conditional difference in mean vote shares for bad news is a2 for the

performance treatment and b2 for the corruption treatment. The conditional difference for good

news equals a2 + a3 for the performance treatment and b2 + b3 for the corruption treatment.

We now use our model to map these empirical estimates into their equivalent theoretical quan-

tities. This allows us to study their properties. In doing so we assume that researchers draw a

random mass of villages, so as to eliminate any source of statistical noise.

First, we ask what is the expected effect (if any) of informational campaigns on electoral out-

comes.

Proposition 1. For the performance treatment, bad news strictly reduces the incumbent’s vote share

and good news strictly increases it unless λ = 1.

For the corruption treatment, bad news strictly reduces the incumbent’s vote share and good news

strictly increases it.

The treatment has an effect as long as the information provided is new to some voters in treated

villages. For performance treatments, this requires that some villagers do not learn the outcome of

their local public good project in the absence of an intervention, that is λ < 1. If so, good news

improves the electoral fortune of the office-holder. Since we assume α(h) > α(c), honest types are

more likely to be successful than corrupt politicians. Therefore, project completion is a signal that

raises voters’ evaluation of the incumbent, project failure is a signal that depresses villagers’ opinion

of their office-holder.

As noted above, the information provided via corruption treatments is never available to villagers

absent intervention. In some cases, however, observing project outcomes is a perfect substitute for

directly learning the incumbent’s type. This occurs when honest types always succeed and corrupt

office-holders always fail. This, however, is an extreme case, which we exclude with our assumptions

on the effect of the economic circumstances on project realization (0 < γ(θ) ≤ γ(θ) < 1 so honest
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incumbents fail with positive probability). Consequently, the corruption treatments always have an

effect in our set-up.

In what follows, to avoid dealing with too many cases, but without much loss of generality, we

will assume that λ < 1 so not all villagers learn the outcome of their local public good project

absent intervention. We also impose α(c) > 0 so corrupt types produce some successful outcomes.

The theory then predicts that the effect of information treatments conforms with intuition: bad

news reduces the incumbent’s vote share (so a2 < 0 and b2 < 0), and good news improves it (so

a2 + a3 > 0 and b2 + b3 > 0).

With this, we are now ready to answer our main question: Does the most commonly used

conditional difference in mean vote shares permit comparability? The next proposition indicates

that studies that employ this empirical specification are always comparable when it comes to the

performance treatment. When it comes to the corruption treatment, comparability is by no mean

guaranteed. It holds if and only if economic circumstances have no effect on performance.

Proposition 2. The conditional difference in mean vote shares permits comparability if the treat-

ment is the performance treatment.

When it comes to the corruption treatment, the conditional difference in mean vote shares permits

comparability if and only if γ(θ) = γ(θ).

Let us provide some intuition for this result. Using Lemma 1, we can precisely map the coeffi-

cients in Equation 4 and Equation 5 into our theoretical framework. For performance treatment,

the effect of bad news (a2) and good news (a2 + a3) are, respectively:

a2 =E
(
Sv(ω

1
v , ιv)|ω1

v = 0, ιv = ω1
v

)
− E

(
Sv(ω

1
v , ιv)|ω1

v = 0, ιv = ∅
)

(6)

=(1− λ)
(
G
(
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)
−G

(
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))
and a2 + a3 =E

(
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1
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(
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1
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(
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(
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)
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(πC − µv(1, 1))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
Equation 6 and Equation 7 indicate that the circumstances in which the study took place play no

role. The effect of the performance treatment (whether it delivers good or bad news) is only a

function of the context the researchers intervene in—the distributions of honest and corrupt types,
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the proportion of informed voters in the control group, the distribution of economic shocks, and

the production technology of public good. Since all fundamentals are assumed to be fixed, these

parameters remain constant from one draw of observations to the next. As a consequence, all studies

drawing observations from the same context and running regression Equation 4 estimate the same

estimand: the (ITT) effect of performance treatment on incumbents’ electoral performance. Hence,

all such studies are comparable.

Let us now turn to the corruption treatment. Using Equation 5, the conditional difference in

means compares treated and control villages who all are represented by a corrupt type for bad news

or by a honest type for good news. With the help of Lemma 1, we can again relate the coefficient

in Equation 5 to their theoretical equivalents.

b2 =Eω1
v
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1
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(8)

and b2 + b3 =Eω1
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(9)

Equation 8 and Equation 9 highlight that the conditional difference in mean vote shares is now

the weighted average of three components. The first component is the effect of the treatment for
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voters that do not observe the outcome of the project in their village (this is captured in the first

line of both equations). The second component is the impact of revealing the incumbent’s type to

villagers that observe project success (in the second line). The third is the effect of the treatment

for voters that observe a failure (in the third line).

Observe that all three components only depend on the context in which the studies take place.

As for performance treatments, they are only a function of the distributions of politicians’ types, the

distribution of economic shocks, etc. But the coefficients above are not a simple sum of these three

components, they are each a weighted average. And the weights are a function of the economic

circumstances in which researchers intervene. Indeed, when economic circumstances are favourable

(θ is high), relatively many villages experience successful outcomes and so the obtained coefficients

puts a high weight on the impact of revealing the incumbent’s type in villagers with completed

public goods. In turn, when economic circumstances are unfavourable (θ is low), relatively few

villages see local public good project comes to fruition, and the coefficients puts significant weight

on the effect of the treatment for voters that observe a failure.

Consequently, unless the economic circumstances have no effect on performance (γ(θ) = γ(θ)),

two studies which intervene in the same exact context yield estimates of different, circumstance-

specific, estimands. When γ(θ) is not constant, they measure the effect of the corruption treatment

in the economic circumstances at the time of their intervention. In short, the proportion of villagers

experiencing a failed versus a successful project is balanced between treated and control villages

within a study, thanks to randomization and the draw of a mass of observations. However, the

proportion of villages in the treated and in the control group which experience successful public

good projects is not balanced across studies. And this generates problems for comparability.

In concluding this section, it is important to stress that the problem we identify is not specific

to corruption treatments. Indeed, it arises whenever two conditions are met. First, researchers

provide information that is never accessible to voters absent an intervention (in our case this is

the incumbent’s type). And second, voters who reside in control villages nonetheless observe other

pieces of information that allow them to update their beliefs about the incumbent (in our case, this

is the project outcome). When these conditions are met, the total effect of the treatment depends

on the exact composition of the control group (as in Equation 8 and Equation 9) which (is very
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likely to) be specific for the draw of observations obtained by the researchers. As above, studies

then only measure circumstance-specific estimands, and comparability is not achieved.

6 Possible remedies for comparability

Having exposed conditions under which the conditional difference in mean vote shares permits or

not comparability, we now turn to possible remedies.

The comparability issue we highlight arises when the proportion of voters who have relatively

good opinion of the incumbent independent of researchers’ intervention changes from one study

to the next (even fixing the context). One may think that Equation 5 allows to test for this

possibility. After all, if villagers never observe the project outcome (λ = 0) or learn nothing

about the incumbent’s characteristics from success or failure (α(c) = α(h)), then the incumbent’s

vote-share in control villages depends solely on the voters’ prior beliefs. It is uncorrelated with

incumbent’s type. This would imply that, in Equation 5, the estimated coefficient b̂1 should be

close to zero and fail to reach statistical significance. Unfortunately, this is not the unique possible

interpretation of a non-statistically significant b̂1. Another competing reason is simply that the

treatment is orthogonal to the information voters use to make their electoral decision. In other

words, the intervention does not provide relevant information to voters and any effect obtained

(positive or negative b̂2 and b̂3) could be due to statistical noise. Hence, this first solution puts

researchers in a quandary. It could be that the conditional difference in means permits comparability

in the precise context they intervene in, or it may be that their intervention is ineffective.

In what follows, we argue for a more radical departure from the usual conditional difference

in mean vote shares. Our suggestion involves a change of counterfactuals. Instead of asking what

if the control group were to be treated (as researchers implicitly do when employing Equation 5)

we propose that researchers ask: what if the treated units had not received treatment? Instead

of conditioning on what control units would have observed if treated, researchers should condition

on what the treated villages would have learned absent treatment. We label this approach the

augmented conditional difference in mean vote shares, augmented because researchers condition on

what the control group would have observed if treated and on what treated units would have learned

absent treatment.
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In practice, this corresponds to running the following saturated model:

Yvd = c0+c1Hvd+c2Ωvd+c3Tvd+c4Tvd×Hvd+c5Tvd×Ωvd+c6Hvd×Ωvd+c7Tvd×Hvd×Ωvd+εvd (10)

The next proposition highlights the main advantage of the augmented conditional difference in

mean vote shares, namely that it permits comparability.

Proposition 3. The augmented conditional difference in mean vote shares always permits compa-

rability for corruption treatments.

For all samples drawn from a given context, the augmented conditional difference in mean vote

shares estimates the same estimands. This, however, comes at a cost. Researchers recover not

one, but multiple effects for bad and good news. Indeed, fixing the type of news, there will be one

estimand for villages where the project failed (c3 for bad news, c3 + c4 for good news) and one for

those where the project was completed (c3 + c5 for bad news and c3 + c4 + c5 + c7 for good news).

This means that researchers need to go beyond the simple dichotomy bad-good news.

Why does the augmented conditional difference permits comparability when the simple con-

ditional difference fails? We can again use Lemma 1 to recover the theoretical equivalent to the

empirical effect of bad news, c3 and c3 + c5 (a similar reasoning holds for good news). After slight

rearranging, we obtain:
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and c3 + c4 =E
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(12)

The impact of the corruption treatment is now the sum of two effects: the effect on uninformed

voters (first line in Equation 11 and Equation 12) and the effect on villagers who learn the out-

come of the public good project in their village independently of the researchers’ intervention
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(second line in Equation 11 and Equation 12). All voters informed by Nature now receive the same

information—project failure in Equation 11, project success in Equation 12—, and the specific eco-

nomic circumstances do not play any role any more. There is no longer an issue of sample imbalance

across studies as the coefficients are only a function of the context in which the studies take place.

That is, all studies estimate the same estimands.

What are these estimands? The coefficient c3 corresponds to the effect of information in villages

where project failed and the sum of c3 and c4 captures the effect of information in villages where

the project was successful. Both can be understood as measuring the pure effect of informational

campaign. Both are related to clear theoretical quantities of interest—what happens when bad

news is provided after good/bad office-holder’s performance—, rather than relative to a moving

baseline—what happens when bad news is provided in particular economic circumstances.

The theoretical quantities recovered in Equation 10 are of policy relevance even if they do not

match any specific situation. The coefficient c3 can be interpreted as the impact of bad news when

all villages experience unsuccessful projects, c3 + c4 its electoral consequences when all villages see

successful projects. In all informational campaigns, the proportion of successful projects will fall

between these two extremes so that the effect will be in-between the two coefficients. In other words,

the minimum of c3 and c3 + c4 corresponds to the greatest possible decline for the incumbent’s vote

share following bad news (recall c3 < 0 and c3+c4 < 0), the maximum of c3 and c3+c4 measures the

lowest possible drop in the incumbent’s electoral results: min{c3, c3 + c4} ≤ b2 ≤ max{c3, c3 + c4},

where b2 is the coefficient obtained from the usual conditional differences in mean vote shares

(Equation 5). Similarly, the sums of coefficients c3 + c5 and c3 + c5 + c7 bound the electoral

consequences of good news: min{c3 + c5, c3 + c5 + c7} ≤ b3 + b4 ≤ max{c3 + c5, c3 + c5 + c7}. (In

the special case when bad news perfectly reveals the incumbent is corrupt and good news perfectly

reveals he is honest, c3 + c4 < c3 and c3 + c5 + c7 < c3 + c5, but these inequalities do not hold for

all interventions revealing novel information to voters.) Hence, our approach can provide a way to

assess whether the benefit of informational campaigns is worth the cost of such interventions.

Still, the solution we propose is no panacea. We recognize two difficulties associated with

the augmented conditional difference in means vote shares, one practical and one theoretical. In

practice, the empirical specification we suggests require that researchers have a deep knowledge

about the local circumstances, and the funds available to collect a large amount of data prior
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to randomization. In theory, our augmented conditional difference permits comparability only if

researchers are able to condition on all electorally relevant information available to the villagers

absent the intervention. Such variables may be hard to identify or even observe for the researchers.

For example, some relevant village-level variables may not be measurable or pieces of information

that change voters’ evaluation of incumbents may not be detectable. If scholars cannot condition

on all villagers’ information absent treatment, the estimands again becomes a function of local

circumstances. The problem we documented in the commonly used conditional differences in mean

vote shares then also plagues the augmented conditional difference (Appendix A highlights this

problem using the potential outcome framework).

Overall, until now, our results offer more bad news than good news for cumulative knowledge.

The conditional difference in mean vote shares used in most studies (where researchers only con-

dition on what the control would have observed if treated) is likely to prevent comparability. The

augmented conditional difference provides a way forward only if all information observed by vil-

lagers absent intervention is conditioned on (i.e., only if the treated units perfectly resemble the

control units absent treatment). When this requirement is not met, scholars should doubt that

studies achieve comparability. Any difference in estimates across settings, even after fixing the

information treatment, can be attributed to low external validity (contexts are too different) or

to low comparability (each study measuring a different estimand even after fixing the context). It

becomes questionable, if not impossible, to ascertain cumulative knowledge.

So far, we have considered studies that focus on aggregate outcomes: the incumbent’s vote-share

at the village level. In the following section we will discuss one potential remedy for comparability

that can be adopted when researchers instead consider individual-level outcomes.

7 Individual-level outcomes

For reasons of cost, researchers often do not have the ability to select a sample of villages and

divide it between treated and control units (e.g., Ferraz and Finan, 2004, takes advantage of a

government program to analyze municipality-level outcomes). Rather, researchers intervene in a few

villages where, in each, they survey some voters and provide a subset of respondents with additional

information (e.g., Dunning et al., 2020). Scholars then look at individual-level outcomes. They
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analyze the effect of the informational campaign on individuals’ vote choice (or voting intentions)

using an empirical specification which typically includes village fixed effect so that any village

specific attributes is removed from the comparison between treated and control units.

More specifically, denote Yivds the reported voting intention (or vote choice) for the incumbent

by individual i in village v in district d, Tivd ∈ {0, 1} whether an individual i is treated in village v,

and again Ωvd ∈ {0, 1}, Hvd ∈ {0, 1} the information provided (Ω = 1/H = 1 denoting successful

project/honest incumbent as before). The conditional difference in mean vote choices (or intentions)

then becomes E(Yivd|Tvd = 1,Ωvd = Ω) − E(Yivd|Tvd = 0,Ωvd = Ω) for performance treatment

(Ω ∈ {0, 1}, E(Yivd|Tvd = 1, Hvd = H) − E(Yivd|Tvd = 0, Hvd = H) for the corruption treatment

(H ∈ {0, 1}). In term of regressions, this is akin to:

Yivd =δv + d0 + d1Ωvd + d2Tivd + d3Ωvd × Tivd + εvd for performance treatment; (13)

Yivd =δv + e0 + e1Hvd + e2Tivd + e3Tivd ×Hvd + εvd for corruption treatment, (14)

with δv a village fixed effect.

There is nothing special about individual-level outcomes. For performance treatments (Equa-

tion 13), researchers still recover an intention to treat effect of increasing the reach of existing

information (d2 for bad news, project failure, and d2 + d3 good news, project success). For corrup-

tion treatment (Equation 14), regression coefficients yield the average treatment effect of providing

new information for bad news (incumbent is corrupt, e2) and good news (incumbent is honest,

e2 + e3).

As a result, somewhat unsurprisingly, the conditional difference in means for corruption treat-

ments does not permit comparability in our set-up. Within in a given village, the difference in

voting intention between treated and control villagers is a function of the project outcome (e.g.,

good news have less of an impact when the local public good has been completed). Across all

villages in the sample, the estimate of the electoral consequences of the corruption treatment is

a weighted average of the effect in villages which experience successful projects and the effect in

villages which see unsuccessful projects. If the sample is representative of all villages, then the

proportion of villages that experience success in the sample is α(τ)γ(θ). Thus, the weights in the
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weighted average are again a function of the circumstances in which the survey take place. And

comparability is not achieved.

Proposition 4. Suppose the randomization is at the individual level and the outcome of interest is

individual voting intention.

The conditional difference in mean voting intentions permits comparability if the treatment is the

performance treatment.

When it comes to the corruption treatment, the conditional difference in mean voting intentions

permits comparability if and only if γ(θ) = γ(θ).

We can then naturally extend the result to the augmented conditional difference in mean vote

intentions. As before, this empirical specification can offer a potential solution to ensure compara-

bility. However, comparability requires that researchers account for all possible electorally relevant

pieces of information villagers may receive in the control condition, an hard-to-achieve feat for

researchers.

So far, it looks like more of the same rather than a way out of the conundrum of comparability,

or lack thereof. But researchers can exploit another avenue when implementing individual-level

randomization. They can make use of a well-known property of voters’ evaluation of their represen-

tative. This prior opinion (prior because measured before applying the treatment) captures all the

relevant information available to villagers, without the need for researchers to make any assump-

tions. In other words, villagers’ interim belief (to use formal language) is a sufficient statistic for

all the factors that affect voters’ view of their office-holder absent intervention. Conditioning on

them, hence, resolve all problems of balance across studies and allows for comparability. Further,

information on voters’ prior evaluations is relatively easy for researchers to collect. This can be

done, for example, via the use of a four or five-level Likert scale on the question “is the current

office-holder honest?” or via feeling thermometer scale, to be asked prior to treatment assignment.

Label the belief augmented difference in mean voting intentions the difference in reported votes

when researchers condition on both the treatment and villagers’ evaluation of the incumbent prior

to the treatment. We obtain:

Proposition 5. Suppose the randomization is at the individual level and the outcome of interest is

individual voting level intention.
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The belief augmented conditional difference in mean voting intentions always permits comparability

for corruption treatments.

To illustrate our recommended approach, suppose an individual i in village v has either a good

opinion (Πivd = 1) or a bad opinion (Πivd = 0) of the office-holder. The belief augmented conditional

differences in mean voting intentions can be recovered by running the following regression:

Yivd =δv + f0 + f1Hvd + f2Πivd + f3Tivd + f4Tivd ×Hvd + f5Tivd × Πivd + f6Hvd × Πivd

+ f7Tivd ×Hvd × Πivd + εivd (15)

Equation 15 allows researchers to recover the effect of novel information relative to a pre-existing

baseline. For example, f3 recovers the effect of bad news (i.e., the incumbent is corrupt) for villagers

who hold a bad opinion of their office-holder. In turn, f3 + f4 + f7 measures the effect of good news

for voters who have a high evaluation of the incumbent to begin with. Again there are not a single

effect of bad or good news, but as many as categories of evaluation researchers condition on (in our

illustration, two, but it could be four, six, etc.).

These estimates can again be used to bound the effect of information treatment. The effect

of providing novel information about the incumbent’s corruption in any given environment—b2 by

Equation 5—always satisfies min{f3, f3 + f5} ≤ b2 ≤ max{f3, f3 + f5}, and similarly for other type

of news. Hence, studies which focus on individual-level outcomes are useful both for knowledge

accumulation and to evaluate the possible benefits of informational campaign.

While it seems that comparability is easily achieved with individual outcomes using beliefs, let

us, however, add a word of caution. The belief augmented difference in means permits comparability

only if the voters’ prior evaluations are being recorded on a sufficiently fine-grained scale. If the

scale is too broad to account for the heterogeneity in voters’ initial information, estimates will again

potentially be a function of the circumstances at the time of the intervention, and comparability is

compromised (we develop this point fully in the potential outcome framework in Appendix A).

To conclude this section, let us describe some similarities as well as the main differences between

the approach we advocate and the specification adopted in the Metaketa initiative. We are in full

agreement with Dunning et al. (2020) regarding the importance of measuring voters’ beliefs. We

part ways regarding how to use this variable. The studies in Metaketa I use voters’ evaluations
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of office-holders to obtain a consistent definition good and bad news. Good news is defined as

information more favorable to the incumbent than the voter’s initial opinion; bad news consists

of less favorable information. Dunning et al. (2020), thus, provide an innovative solution to a

conceptual issues: what is good/bad news in practice (i.e., outside a clean theoretical model)?

This approach has many advantages, and a few downsides, whose discussion is beyond the scope

of the present work. More importantly for us, such operationalization of good and bad news does

little to solve the comparability issue we identify in this paper. Each study yields an estimate of

a circumstance-specific estimand (each estimate is, again, a weighted average where each weight

represents the proportion of voters observing each given level of performance, a function, in turn, of

the economic circumstances). In contrast, our approach does not define good or bad news relative

to voters’ initial evaluation of the incumbent. Rather, it proposes to use voters’ priors to identify

stable control groups across studies conducted in similar contexts, thus ensuring comparability.

8 Conclusion

“When you can measure what you are speaking about, you know something about it; when you

cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the

beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science,

whatever the matter may be.” This statement by Lord Kevin (1889) highlights the importance of

empirical analysis in the production of knowledge. With the recent causal revolution, this is as true

as ever. But cumulative knowledge in social sciences does not just require to obtain unbiased and

accurate estimate of an underlying quantity. It also necessitates that studies all measure the same

estimand. Studies must employ an empirical specification that permits comparability.

Using informational campaigns and their impact on electoral accountability as example, we high-

light that comparability should not be assumed. The conditional difference in mean vote shares for

village-level randomization, or voting intentions/choices for individual-level randomization, com-

monly used in the literature, often fails to meet this standard. It is likely to yield an estimate of

the effect of providing new information to voters in specific circumstances (such as, for example,

the state of the economy at the time when the study takes place). We offer recommendation to

recover comparability. If researchers have access to all relevant pieces of information available to
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voters absent their intervention, a hard task, then, we show, all studies that condition on say in-

formation yield estimates of the same underlying estimates. We also highlight a more practical fix:

studying individual outcomes and conditioning on voters’ opinion of their representative prior to

randomization. We also discuss how results from such analysis can inform policy-makers’ decision

whether to launch an informational campaign.

As a final note, we would like to reiterate the demarcation between the quest for unbiased

estimates and the search for comparable estimates. The first, the subject of the causal revolution,

requires to obtain perfect balance between treated and control units within a sample. It regards

the collection, and creation, of observations. The second, the one we studied here, seeks to achieve

perfect balance for treated units and for control units, respectively, across samples. It concerns

the analysis of the data. Both are complementary objectives and, we argue here, essential for the

production of knowledge in social sciences.
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Appendix

A Comparability: a potential outcome approach

In this appendix, we show how the comparability issues we uncovered with the help of a formal

model can also be understood using the potential outcome framework. We look first at village-level

outcome and then at individual outcomes.

Village-level outcome

We first introduce some notation. Let T ∈ {0, 1} denote treatment (T = 1) or no treatment

(T = 0). Let N ∈ {N+, N−} be the type of news revealed in the treatment N+ indicating good

news (information which raises voters’ posteriors) and N− indicating bad news (information which

decreases the voters’ posteriors). In addition to the treatment, villages differ in other dimensions as

well. Let O ∈ {0, 1} be a set of observable characteristics which for simplicity takes two values 0 or

1. These are factors that can be measured by the researchers (e.g., public good project outcomes

in villages). And let U ∈ {0, 1} be a set of unobservable factors, which again take a binary form.

These factors cannot be measured by the researcher (e.g., individual signals about the state of the

economy).

We suppose that the distributions of observable and unobservable factors can depend on the

type of news provided as well the circumstances at the time of the study, captured by the variable

θ. We introduce two useful distributions that play a role below. For a given θ and type of news

n ∈ {N−, N+}, let ξOU(θ, n) the joint distribution of observable and unobservable factors in the

population (e.g., ξ00(θ, n) is the proportion of villages that have observable factors set at 0 and

unobservable factors set at 0 for a given set of circumstances θ and news n). To take the example

of our model, this corresponds to the distribution of successful/failed public good projects as a

function of the economic circumstances. Let φU |o(θ, n) the conditional distribution of unobservable

factors given a value o ∈ {0, 1} of observable factors. The distributions are independent of specific

circumstances θ if and only if ξOU(θ, n) = ξOU(θ′, n), φU |O(θ, n) = φU |O(θ′, n) for all O,U ∈ {0, 1}2,

all θ 6= θ′, and all n ∈ {N+, N−}.
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When it comes to the dependent variable, let Yv(T,N,O, U) be the incumbent’s vote share in a

village v depending on the treatment (T and N), observable factors (O), and unobservable factors

(U). In turn, let Yv be the observed incumbent’s vote share in village v. Like in the main text, we

assume perfect random assignment of the treatment and that infinite number of observations are

available (so that the mean equals the expectation).

Let τ cond(·) be the estimand measured using the conditional difference in means vote share,

where the condition is on the type n ∈ {N+, N−} of news. The main question is whether τ cond is

or not a function of the precise circumstances θ in which the study takes place. This estimand is:

E(Yv|T = 1, N = n)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n)

=Pr(O = 0, U = 0|n)
(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = 0, U = 0)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = 0, U = 0)

)
+ Pr(O = 1, U = 0|n)

(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = 1, U = 0)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = 1, U = 0)

)
+ Pr(O = 0, U = 1|n)

(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = 0, U = 1)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = 0, U = 1)

)
+ Pr(O = 1, U = 1|n)

(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = 1, U = 1)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = 1, U = 1)

)
=ξ11(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 1, 1)− E(Yv(0, n, 1, 1)

)
+ ξ01(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 0, 1)− E(Yv(0, n, 0, 1)

)
+ ξ10(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 1, 0)− E(Yv(0, n, 1, 0)

)
+ ξ00(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 0, 0)− E(Yv(0, n, 0, 0)

)
≡τ cond(θ, n)

The decomposition above indicates again that, with an infinite number of observations, the treated

and control groups are well balanced in term of distributions of observable and unobservable factors.

Second, the estimand τ cond(θ, n) is again a weighted average of four components. These components

are the effect of the treatment for all possible combinations of observable characteristics o ∈ {0, 1}

and unobservable factors u ∈ {0, 1}: E(Yv(T = 1, N = n,O = o, U = u)) − E(Yv(T = 0, N =

n,O = o, U = u)). These components are all independent from the circumstances. However, as

we indicated, the estimand is not a simple average, but a weighted one. And each weight for these

different components is possibly a function of the precise realized circumstances θ: ξou(θ, n). Hence,

the estimand is circumstance-specific. Unless the joint distribution of observable and unobservable

factors is independent of θ, whenever circumstances change (e.g., the survey takes place in good or
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bad economic conditions), so does the estimand. The conditional difference in mean vote shares,

thus, does not necessarily permit comparability.

What about the augmented conditional difference in mean vote shares, where researchers condi-

tion on the value of observable outcomes o ∈ {0, 1} in addition to the type of news n. The estimand,

τaug(·), then equals:

E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = o)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = o)

=Pr(U = 0|O = o, n)
(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = o, U = 0)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = o, U = 0)

)
+ Pr(U = 1|O = o, n)

(
E(Yv|T = 1, N = n,O = o, U = 1)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,O = o, U = 1)

)
=φ0|o(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, o, 0)− E(Yv(0, n, o, 0)

)
+ φ1|o(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, o, 1)− E(Yv(0, n, o, 1)

)
≡τaug(θ, n, o)

Again, the estimand is a function of the environment θ unless the conditional distributions of

unobservable factors in the population φU |o(·) is independent of θ. One of two conditions need to

be met for this independence to hold: first, statistical independence or second, U is fully correlated

with O (so φU=o|o(θ, n) = 1). While the conditions for the augmented conditional difference to

permit comparability are milder than for the simple conditional difference in means, these conditions

are unlikely to be met in many situations (e.g., voters have some information about the realized

underlying environment, say the state of the economy).

Individual outcomes

We keep much of the notation above, but introduce subscript i to designate individuals, with v

referring to villages as above. The treatment is now at the individual level Ti ∈ {0, 1}. We suppose

that observable characteristics are village specific Ov ∈ {0, 1} (e.g., successful public good project or

failure). Unobservable factors are supposed to be individual specifics: Ui ∈ {0, 1} (e.g., whether the

individual got some additional information about the office-holder or the economic environment).

We slightly adapt the notation above (adding subscripts to reflect the distinction village/individual).

We denote ξOvUi
(θ, n) the joint distribution of observable and unobservable factors and φUi|Ov(θ, n)

the distribution of unobservable factors Ui ∈ {0, 1} among villagers conditional on observable factor
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Ov ∈ {0, 1} at the village level as a function of the circumstances and, possibly, the type of news

provided (e.g., individuals could get an unobserved signal of the incumbent’s type so Ui would

depend on good/bad news for corruption treatments). Let ψOv(θ, n) be the marginal distribution

of Ov across villages as a function of θ and n (e.g., the distribution of success/failure as a function

of the economic circumstances and the incumbent’s type as in our model).

We adapt the dependent variable to individual level outcome. Let Yi(Ti, N,Ov, Ui) be the an

individual’s vote choice (or intention) as a function of (T and N), observable factors (Ov) in her

village, and individual unobservable factors (Ui). In turn, let Yi be the observed or reported indi-

vidual’s vote choice/intention. Again, we assume perfect random assignment of the treatment and

that infinite number of observations are available for individuals within villages (treated/control)

and for villages in the sample (so that the mean equals the expectation).

In a village with outcome Ov = ov ∈ {0, 1}, the impact of the treatment is

E(Yi|Ti = 1, N = n,Ov = ov)− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov)

=Pr(Ui = 0|n,Ov = ov)
(
E(Yi|T = 1, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = 0)− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = 0)

)
+ Pr(Ui = 1|n,Ov = ov)

(
E(Yi|T = 1, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = 1)− E(Yv|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = 1)

)
=φ0|ov(θ, n)

(
E(Yi(1, n, Ov = ov, 0)− E(Yi(0, n, Ov = ov, 0)

)
+ φ1|ov(θ, n)

(
E(Yi(1, n, Ov = ov, 1)− E(Yi(0, n, Ov = ov, 1)

)
≡ ν(θ, n, ov)
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Across villages, the conditional difference in means estimates the following estimand, denoted

τ condind (·):

E(Yi|Ti = 1, N = n)− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n)

= ψ0(θ, n)ν(θ, n, 0) + ψ1(θ, n)ν(θ, n, 1)

=
∑

ov∈{0,1}

ψov(θ, n)

 φ0|ov(θ, n)
(
E(Yi(1, n, Ov = ov, 0)− E(Yi(0, n, Ov = ov, 0)

)
+φ1|ov(θ, n)

(
E(Yi(1, n, Ov = ov, 1)− E(Yi(0, n, Ov = ov, 1)

)


=ξ11(θ, n)
(
E(Yv(1, n, 1, 1)− E(Yv(0, n, 1, 1)

)
+ ξ01(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 0, 1)− E(Yv(0, n, 0, 1)

)
+ ξ10(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 1, 0)− E(Yv(0, n, 1, 0)

)
+ ξ00(θ, n)

(
E(Yv(1, n, 0, 0)− E(Yv(0, n, 0, 0)

)
≡τ condind (θ, n)

As noted in the text, there is nothing special about individual outcomes. The estimand measured

using the individual-level conditional difference in mean voting intentions looks very much like

the estimand estimated using the village-level conditional difference in mean vote shares. Thus,

it is plagued by the same problem. Comparability fails to be achieved unless the distributions of

observed and unobserved factors are independent of the precise circumstances in which the study

takes place.

Let us turn to the belief-augmented conditional difference in mean voting intentions. In our

cases, individuals have four different beliefs, one associated with an observable and an unobservable

factor. Let’s then denote individual i’s belief about the office-holder’s honesty πi. We suppose that

πi = π(Ov, Ui); that is, her belief is a function of observable and unobservable factors, and solely

of these. Further, we assume that all individuals have the same belief conditional on observing the

same information. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume that π(1, 1) > π(1, 0) >

π(0, 1) > π(0, 0). The researcher uses a four-level Lickert scale L. The answer of individual i is

denoted li ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} with 1 corresponding to πi(0, 0), 2 to πi(0, 1), etc. Now in a given village,
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the impact of the treatment conditioning on a particular l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is:

E(Yi|Ti = 1, N = n,Ov = ov, li = l)− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov, li = l)

=E(Yi|Ti = 1, N = n,Ov = ov, πi = π(ov, ui))− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov, πi = π(ov, ui))

=E(Yi|Ti = 1, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = ui)− E(Yi|T = 0, N = n,Ov = ov, Ui = ui)

=E(Yi(1, n, Ov = ov, Ui = ui)− E(Yi(0, n, Ov = ov, Ui = ui)
)

≡ νBcond(ov, ui)

Across villages, the belief augmented conditional difference in means estimates the following esti-

mand, denoted τBcondind (·), is simply

νBcond(ov, ui) = τBcondind (ov, ui)

There are, obviously, four estimands, one for each pair of ov ∈ {0, 1} and ui ∈ {0, 1}, and all do

not depend on the realized circumstances θ. Hence, the belief augmented conditional difference in

mean voting intentions permits comparability.

As a final note, let us stress the importance of using the right scale to condition on belief. Suppose

that researchers use a two-level Lickert scale with low approval (l = 1) or high approval (l = 2)

of the incumbent. Assume, for ease of exposition, that individuals with beliefs pi(Ov = 1, Ui = 1)

and π(1, 0) respond li = 2 and those with other beliefs (π(0, 1) and π(0, 0)) respond li = 1. It

is immediate that conditioning on a particular response is equivalent to conditioning on a specific

value of observable outcomes, such as project success/failure (other splits obviously give other

types of condition). Hence, in this case, the belief augmented conditional difference in mean voting

intentions is the same as the augmented conditional difference in means. And it, thus, suffers

from the same problem. It permits comparability only if unobserved and observed factors are fully

correlated or unobserved factors do not depend on circumstances. This is why fine grained measures

of individuals’ evaluation of their representative (prior to treatment) should be preferred to broad

categories.
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B Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

Recall that, for the performance treatment, the effect of bad news (a2) and good news (a2 + a3)

are, respectively:

a2 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − µv(0, 0))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.1)

and a2 + a3 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − µv(1, 1))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.2)

The effect of the performance treatment is zero whenever λ = 1. Suppose then λ < 1. Given α(h) >

α(c), voters’ posteriors satisfies: µ(0, 0) < πI < µv(1, 1). Hence, G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h) − α(c))γe

)
<

G
(
(πC − µv(0, 0))(α(h) − α(c))γe

)
and G

(
(πC − πI)(α(h) − α(c))γe

)
> G

(
(πC − µv(1, 1))(α(h) −

α(c))γe
)
. Therefore, a2 < 0 and a2 + a3 > 0.

Now, for the corruption treatment the effect of good news and bad news are, respectively

b2 =λα(h)γ(θ)
(
G
(
(πC − µv(1, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λ
(
1− α(c)γ(θ)

)(
G
(
(πC − µv(0, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ (1− λ)

(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.3)

and b2 + b3 =λα(c)γ(θc, θs, θd)
(
G
(
(πC − µv(1, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λ
(
1− α(c)γ(θc, θs, θd)

)(
G
(
(πC − µv(0, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ (1− λ)

(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.4)

Given µv(·, τId = h) = 1 and µv(·, τId = c) = 0, we necessarily have µv(·, τId = h) > πI > µv(·, τId =

c) as well as µv(·, τId = h) ≥ µv(ω1
v = 1, ∅) > µv(ω1

v = 0, ∅) ≥ µv(·, τId = c) = 0, with the first

inequality strict whenever α(c) > 0 and the second strict whenever α(h) < 1. If λ < 1, then
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necessarily b2 < 0 < b2 + b3. If λ = 1, then b2 ≤ 0 with strict inequality whenever α(h) < 1 and

b2 + b3 ≥ 0 with strict inequality whenever α(c) > 0.

Proof of Proposition 2

Simple observation of Equation B.1 and Equation B.2 yields that the (limit) estimates from the

performance treatment only depends on invariant primitives of the model (πI , πC , γe, α(c), α(h),

λ, and G(·)). Hence, the estimates recovered from samples in different places or at different points

in times all measure the same estimand.

For the corruption treatment, using Equation B.3 and Equation B.4, the estimate will measure

a different estimand from one random sample to the next as the realizations of the environment

change (the exact values of the θ’s change). Hence, the estimand being estimated across different

samples is the same only if the economic environment does not influence the incumbent’s perfor-

mance: γ(θ) = γ(θ).

Proof of Proposition 3

The proof follows from a simple inspection of Equation 11 and Equation 12, which shows that the

(limit) estimates are only a function of the primitives, and not on the economic shock realization.

Thus, fixing the context studies yield estimates of the same estimand.

Proof of Proposition 4

Turning to individual=level outcomes, we need a few additional pieces of notation to study the

theoretical equivalent of the conditional difference in means. Suppose that within a village, a

proportion η ∈ (0, 1) of villagers are treated. We now denote ιi ∈ {∅, ω1
v , τId} the information

provided to villager i by researchers (with as before ∅ meaning no treatment, ω1
v the performance

treatment, and τId the corruption treatment). Using Equation 2, we can determine the probability

that a randomly drawn villager i votes in favour of the incumbent. Denoting it Siv(zi, ιi) (with
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zi ∈ {∅, ω1
v} the information provided by Nature), it is equal to

Siv(zi, ιi) = 1−G
(
(πC − µv(zi, ιi)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
(B.5)

The posteriors for a voter are defined in Table 1 above. We can then use the same analysis as in

Section 4 to determine the average voting intention among treated (taking advantage of the mass

of villagers in each village). These averages are for the performance and corruption treatments,

respectively:

Ei
(
Siv(zi, ιi)|ιi = ω1

v

)
=1−G

(
(πC − µv(∅, ω1

v)(α(h)− α(c))γe
)

(B.6)

E
(
Siv(z, ιi)|ιi = τId

)
=1−G

(
(πC − µv(∅, τId)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
(B.7)

In turn, among the villagers belonging to the control group, recall that a proportion λ learns the

project outcome in their village via Nature. Given that we have a mass of villagers, the average

reported vote for the incumbent is:

Ei
(
Siv(z, ιi)|ιi = ∅

)
= 1−λG

(
(πC−µv(ω1

v , ∅))(α(h)−α(c))γe
)
−(1−λ)G

(
(πC−πI)(α(h)−α(c))γe

)
(B.8)

Proceeding as we did in Section 5, within a village, the effects of the performance treatment

estimated in Equation 13—d2 for villagers in a village where the project fails (Ωvds = 0), d2 + d3

for villagers in a village where the project succeeds (Ωvds = 1)—correspond to:

d2 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − µv(0, 0))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.9)

d2 + d3 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − µv(1, 1))(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.10)

Unsurprisingly (given our assumptions that researchers draw a mass of voters), individual-level

effects are exactly equivalent to the estimates obtained in village-level analyses. Performance treat-

ments thus always permit comparability, even when the analysis is at the individual level.

Similarly, we can verify that for corruption treatment the effect estimated in Equation 14 cor-

responds to
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e2 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λα(c)γ(θ)

(
G
(
(πC − µv(1, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λ
(
1− α(c)γ(θ)

)(
G
(
(πC − µv(0, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
πC(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.11)

and e2 + e3 =(1− λ)
(
G
(
(πC − πI)(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λα(h)γ(θ)

(
G
(
(πC − µv(1, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
+ λ
(
1− α(h)γ(θ)

)(
G
(
(πC − µv(0, ∅))(α(h)− α(c))γe

)
−G

(
(πC − 1)(α(h)− α(c))γe

))
(B.12)

As for the case of aggregate-level outcomes, corruption treatments do not permit comparability

whenever γ(θ) 6= γ(θ).

Proof of Proposition 5

In Equation 15, Π denotes voter’s evaluations of the incumbent prior to the treatment being ad-

ministered. Within our framework this is a function of the distribution of politicians’ types (i.e.,

the voters’ prior) and, potentially, the incumbent’s performance (project outcome in the village).

The distribution of types is constant at the country level, so conditioning on voter’s evaluation is

equivalent to conditioning on the incumbent’s performance. Thus, the estimates in Equation 15

correspond to those obtained under the augmented conditional difference in means for village-level

outcomes (as shown in the previous preposition, there is a full equivalence between individual and

aggregate-level analysis in our setting). As such, as stated in Proposition 3, the estimates obtained

by adopting this specification are fully comparable.
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